
www.myworkplacehealth.com.au 1300 736 361

Unlock a new era of efficiency and control in managing contractor
mobilisation and shutdown worker oversight with Mobilise+. Our cloud-
based platform revolutionises how mining companies seamlessly oversee
and manage their contract and temporary workforce's health and well-
being 24/7.

End-to-End Solution for Mining Companies:

Mobilise+ offers a versatile, multi-entry point platform that empowers
mining companies to streamline the mobilisation process for contractors
and shutdown workers. With real-time accessibility, this system ensures
smooth onboarding, effective management, and seamless offboarding.

Mobilise Contractors & Shutdowns

Empowerment at Your Fingertips:

Experience the power of "sign and send" functionality right from your
device, enhancing convenience and efficiency in managing critical
documents. Mobilise+ implements a risk-based approach, allowing you to
onboard health risks directly into your organisational framework.

MOB  LISE

Pre-Employment Medicals Deployment Health Checks

Off-Boarding Medicals Ongoing Health Management

PLUS



Ability for health practitioners to access the system

Administer individual health needs i.e. diabetes, high blood pressure 

Deploy health questionnaires and surveys to maintain well-being

Monitor regular health interventions, i.e. seasonal vaccinations, Covid/SAR's

Health records can be moved from shutdown or deployment to deployment

In-built health assessment builder for both physical and mental health checks

Built-in reminders, recalls, actions, and overdue items

Built-in appointment calendars and zoom TeleHealth

Maintain all health records against each individual 

Monitor health results during deployments

Site-centric pre-employment process and documentation management

Bulk upload of applicants 

Move workers between deployments and shutdowns.

Workers complete medical documents online (any device)

Upload any records (passports, licenses, Police checks, tickets, vaccines and health records)

All medical information contained within the individual's health record

E-mail questionnaire and records to any doctor anywhere for review

Built-in approval process, SLA's, reminders and sign-offs as required

Online access for HR/Recruitment staff to access at any time

Medicals approved/not approved and digital sign-off

Booking system allocates face-to-face if required

Completed questionnaires risk-rated

Recruitment/ Pre-Employment Made Easy

Simplified Deployment Health Checks



Efficiency Redefined: Streamline complex mobilisation processes, saving time and

resources.

Comprehensive Oversight: Manage every aspect of contractor and shutdown worker health 

Constant Connectivity: Stay connected with stakeholders and medical service providers.

Anytime, anywhere and any device. 

Personalised Access: Ensure data confidentiality through tailored user access permissions.

Elevate your approach to contractor management with Mobilise+. Experience a paradigm

shift in efficiency, control, and well-being oversight. 

To discover the future of workforce mobilisation, connect with us and revolutionise the way

you manage – with Mobilise+.

Elevate Efficiency. Enhance Control. Empower Safety.

Mobilise+ – Redefining Workforce Management

Why Choose Mobilise+

Vaccination
Records

Injury
Management

Health
Monitoring

Health
Assessments

Health
Programs

Our cutting-edge system handles the entire spectrum of recruitment and pre-
employment medical processes. This includes vaccinations, ID management,
police check results, licenses, drug and alcohol test results, and health passports.
Experience the ease of bringing new members on board while maintaining their
health and well-being.



OCI
Infrastructure

256 Bit
Encryption

EBS Volume 
Encryption

Privacy
Compliancy

Live
Monitoring

Our partners and clients can trust us to take care of their data, privacy and
security requirements.

Security Overview

Oracle 
Cloud Services

Oracle data centres are
Australian based and all data
stored in either Melbourne or

Sydney.

We utilise OCI cloud
infrastructure deployed on

autonomous databases
only. 

 
 

This encryption technique
uses a 256 bit key to encrypt

and decrypt data which is one
of the most secure methods

available. 

Elastic Block Security is an
encryption technique which

provides the ultimate protection
for cloud storage and personal

identity information.
 

We comply with ALL Australian
privacy and data compliance

requirements.  We are an
ACSC (Aust. Cyber Security

Centre) Network Partner
Organisation.

 

We utilise Oracle Cloud Guard
for live monitoring, angle of

attack and threat
identification.

 

100% Australian Owned and
all Data stored within our

borders


